NOTE: This guide assumes the reader is already familiar with a separate guide titled “Application Guide, Optimize Hanging System - Manage “Face Forward”.

STATUS QUO: Since most of the population is familiar and experienced with hanging a frame from the hang wire on the rear of a frame, it is natural for us to do the same when hanging a framed art-piece from a hanging system.

This is satisfactory when using one hanging system cable to support the framed art. However, the shortfall of this approach is when using two system cables, as the hanging system cables will not travel down to the frame in a vertical fashion. They will instead angle towards the center of the frame. See first illustration.

SOLUTION: There is a simple correction and it will cause the cables/rods to hang vertically. Simply attach the hanging system hooks directly to the attachment points at both ends of the frame hang wire. Just allow any existing hang wire to ... well, hang (unused) behind the frame.